Machine Upgrades Available to Older Machines
Through years of experience and customer feedback, we have made many improvements to
the DewPoint hay steamer. We offer some of these improvements as upgrades to older
models. Please call your dealer if you are interested in any of these upgrades. Detailed
installation instructions will be sent with each upgrade to ensure successful implementation.

11024 & 11026 – Bearing Update Kits
This upgrade is available to all machines that do not
have ball bearings already (2013-2015). In 2016, we
started installing ball bearings on all machines instead
of tapered roller bearings. Some of the benefits of
ball bearings include: Less expensive, higher degree of
tolerance for misalignment, and more reliability. If
you have experienced repeated bearing failures, you
may need to upgrade to these bearings.
MSRP 11024: $1,772; 11026: $1,884.00

11062 – Battery Tray and Cut Off Switch Kit
This upgrade is available to all machines that do not
already have a battery cut off switch installed. The
little green screen on the generator controller
remains lit, even when the machine is turned off. For
this reason, we offer this upgrade which will allow
you to disconnect the power going to and from the
battery. With this upgrade your battery won’t be
dead after a period of idleness, and you won’t have to
disconnect the battery cable every time your machine
sits idle. Apart from the cut-off switch, the battery
tray is more sturdy and durable. MSRP: $284.39

11025 – Amber LED Work Light
After a customer told us that he put amber LED lights
on his DewPoint 6110, we decided to try it out. The
amber colored LED lights help with visibility at night,
since the light doesn’t reflect as badly off the dust
and hay leaves. These lights are a simple plug-andplay upgrade. MSRP: $101.08

11075 – 2016 Handrail Platform Update Kit
This upgrade is available for all machines that do not
have handrails already. These handrails make
accessing the top of the boiler easier. It comes with
the ladders and platform rails. The upgrade is easy to
install, and we think it contributes to the look of the
machine as well. MSRP: $1,944.64

11098 – Remote Grease Line Update Kit
Those of you who have ever had to grease the two
middle bearings know that they are not easy to
access. That is why we came up with this upgrade.
With these grease lines, one can grease the two
middle bearings from the wheel well. It makes the
process a lot more convenient. It requires that you
drill two holes. MSRP: $192.47

11099 – BKT Flotation Radial Upgrade Package
– Tires and Wheels
The BKT Flotation Radials will minimize both the
effects of compaction in the field and on hay
regrowth. Many customers choose these as an
option when they initially purchase their machine.
MSRP: $6,960

11027 – C-More Touch Panel 8" Full Assembly
Update Kit
This update is offered to all machines. 6110 C-more
screens are no longer sold, which will make this
upgrade mandatory. Some of the benefits of this CMore include: Spanish language option, built in
implementation guide and maintenance alerts,
diagnostic fault codes, new interface, higher
resolution, lighter, smaller, faster, and updates easier.
MSRP: $2650.95

11351 – 4-Lighting Boost Adapter Harness
Some tractor lighting systems do not supply enough
amperage through their work light circuit to operate
all additional implement lighting. Our new "4-Lighting
Boost Adaptor" relays power from the 12VDC+ Accy
High Amp Input Terminal #7 to the work light Output
Terminal #2 on the adaptor to resolve nuisance
shutdowns of the work light circuit when plugging
implement lights into the tractor. Simply plug this
harness into your tractor or you may prefer to plug
this harness into the back of your steamer and then
plug the baler lighting plug into the receptacle on the
adaptor. MSRP: $189.50

Larger Capacity Propane Tanks
Part numbers 11293 and 11294. This upgrade allows
you to carry more propane on board, making it so you
can operate for longer periods of time before having
to exchange propane tanks. These propane tanks hold
2.6 gallons of propane, compared to the 1.4-gallon
aluminum tanks. 11293 MSRP: $300.00;
11294 MSRP: $125.00 ea.

11046 – Staheli West Camera Kit, 10” Quad
Monitor w/4 Monitor System
This upgrade comes with everything you need to set
up a complete four-camera system at a very
affordable price when compared to similar camera
systems on the market. The camera system allows
operators of the DewPoint to see their baler pickup,
knotter flags, and bale chute. MSRP: $1,250.00

11361 – 6110 Fuel Line Update Kit
This upgrade converts the old, brass tube fuel system
on 6110 burners to a simplified, rubber fuel line
system. Old brass lines are prone to leaking and
breaking. This upgrade seeks to eliminate leaking.
MSRP: $1,266.35

